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Radio Online Public Files Must Go Live by March 1 

March 1, 2018 will be here before we know it, and that’s an im-
portant date for Radio stations across America and Nebraska.   
  
Per FCC regulations, Radio stations will have until March 1, 2018 
to begin uploading new public and political file material to the 
Commission’s online file.  On that date, these stations must begin 
uploading new public and political files to the online public file on 
a going-forward basis.   
 

In addition, on that date these stations must have completed uploading their existing 
public file material to the online public file, with the exception of the existing political 
file which stations are permitted, but not required, to upload to the online public 
file.  Existing political file material not uploaded to the Commission’s online file must con-
tinue to be retained in the station’s local public file until the end of the two-year retention 
period. 
 
Radio stations may elect voluntarily to transition to online filing early.   Any station that 
voluntarily elects to commence using the online file early must ensure that the online file 
contains all new public file material on a going-forward basis, including all new political 
file material.  That is, all new public and political file material must be uploaded to the 
online file on a going-forward basis commencing on the date the entity elects to transition 
to the online file. 
  
The FCC provides related details here:  https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/for-filers/    
 
To view our Radio Online Public Inspection File webinar from October 12, email Jim Timm  
 at jim@ne-ba.org for the link. 

  Pinnacle Awards Recording Dates  set – Best News & Best Sports 

The recording week for our “Best Newscast” and “Best Sportscast” categories has been 
set for February 19, 2018 through February 23, 2018. 
  
In the week that follows, the NBA will notify member stations which one of those five 
days’ newscasts and sportscasts must be used when submitting Pinnacle Awards entries 
in these categories.   
  
Complete 2018 Pinnacle Awards deadlines and rules will be released in early 2018. 
  

https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/for-filers/
mailto:jim@ne-ba.org


The FCC’s order eliminating the Main Studio Requirement was published in the Federal Register on December 8, 
meaning that the 77-year old requirement goes away on January 8, 2018. 

  
Scott Flick, Partner at Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP in Washington, DC, wrote 
a terrific article on this subject entitled “The Main Studio Rule is Dead; Long Live the 
Main Studio.”  Here is an excerpt from Scott’s article:   
 
In a move that would have once been stunning, but which now was so expected as to 
be anticlimactic, the FCC voted on October 24 to eliminate the Main Studio Rule.  In 
doing so, it also eliminated various associated requirements such as the mandate that 
a station’s main studio be staffed during normal business hours with at least two 
employees (one management, one staff), and that it have the capability to locally 
originate programming.  The FCC did require that stations eliminating their main 
studio make any part of their public file that is not yet online available to the public 
during normal business hours “at an accessible place within its community of 
license.”  It also required stations to ensure that community members can continue to 
reach the station by telephone without cost, typically by maintaining a local or toll-
free number. 

 
Realistically, the elimination of the rule will not mark the elimination of main studios.  Main studios did not originally 
arise from regulatory fiat, but from practicality.  In the early days of radio, when pressure from musicians’ 
unions caused many radio stations to ban the airing of recorded music, main studios were a necessity.  There were no 
satellites, fiber feeds, or microwave links to relay programming long distances, so stations had to create programming 
under their own roof.  Even those stations that did play records had to have a place to play them close to the 
transmitter.  Early telephone lines were noisy, expensive, unreliable, and depending on your location, possibly 
unavailable. 
 
For most stations, main studios will continue to be useful hubs for organizing programming and operations.  They just 
won’t all need to look and operate the same.  Stations emphasizing a hyper-local format will have main studios so 
sophisticated that the original drafters of the Main Studio Rule would be in awe; a local studio with capabilities far 
beyond what any national radio network had in 1939 or afterwards. 
 
Other stations, for example those whose formats focus on importing high-quality regional or national programming 
and distributing it locally, will have main studios with topnotch communications and automation gear, but probably 
no employee staring at the front door all day just in case someone shows up to see the public file (which is or soon 
will be online).  We live in the age of optimization, and main studios will be optimized to connect with a station’s 
audience, not to meet a 1939 conception of what a main studio should look like. 
 
The unabridged version of Scott’s article can be found at https://www.commlawcenter.com/2017/10/main-studio-
rule-dead-long-live-main-studio.html  It’s a fascinating read! 
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Elimination of Main Studio Rule Takes Effect January 8 

Post open positions FREE 

on our NBA Careers Page. 
Contact Jim Timm at Jim@ne-ba.org 

https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-347382A1.pdf
https://medium.com/@Vinylmint/history-of-the-record-industry-1920-1950s-6d491d7cb606
https://www.commlawcenter.com/2017/10/main-studio-rule-dead-long-live-main-studio.html
https://www.commlawcenter.com/2017/10/main-studio-rule-dead-long-live-main-studio.html
mailto:jim@ne-ba.org
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The NBA continues to advocate on our members’ behalf, with our federal and state legislators.  Here’s a status re-
port as we head into the Christmas and New Year’s Day holiday stretch. 
 

Federal Issues 

As of this writing, Advertising Deductibility has survived the tax reform pending pro-
posals and has been labeled as “highly unlikely” to be dropped in at the 11th 
hour.  The NBA thanks our many members and their employees who engaged on our 
requests for legislative contact to make clear how damaging the loss of advertising as 
a fully deductible business expense would be.  The Local Radio Freedom Act hit the 
magic threshold last week of 218 Members of Congress who have gone on record to 
oppose any such tax on radio stations.  The NBA enjoyed the support of Congressmen 
Don Bacon, Jeff Fortenberry and Adrian Smith on the House resolution, as well as the 
support of Senator Deb Fischer on the Senate version.  No doubt, this issue will con-
tinue to be in play and the NBA will remain vigilant.  While things have quieted down 
a bit on Microsoft’s white spaces proposal, the NBA and our partners at Walt Rad-
cliffe and Associates continue to monitor the situation and will engage as need-
ed.  And finally (at least for this Modulator issue), the Spectrum Repack process is 
underway.  Congressional action is pending on the potential of added funding and an 
extended deadline to help broadcasters complete the repack without unnecessary 
interrupting stations’ ability to broadcast or being able to recover the required costs of the repack. 
 

State Issues 

With a significant budget deficit looming over a short Nebraska Legislative Session in 2018, it’s difficult to predict 
which issues of concern to NBA members may garner interest and potential action on the floor.  Among the issues 
the NBA is monitoring are the Winner Take All (LB 25) electoral vote proposal and a bill regarding Drone usage that 
may have some media usage ramifications depending on its’ pending language.  The NBA will stay close to these and 
any other issues that arise and will keep our membership involved. 
 

How You Can Help 

Inviting elected officials to appear on your stations’ news programming with some regularity is the best way to build 
relationships.  They appreciate the chance to tell your audience what they’re working on and it creates a natural op-
portunity to let them know of your concerns – concerns that could impact your stations, employees and the people 
you serve. 
 

      

 

Legislative Updates 

To learn more about any of these issues,  contact  

Jim Timm at jim@ne-ba.org or 402-933-5995. 

mailto:jim@ne-ba.org


 A summary of the NBA Board of Directors fall 2017 meeting held in Lincoln on 
November 8. 

Chairman David Kelly called the meeting to order at 11:27 a.m. Minutes of the 
quarterly board meeting of August 15, 2017 were approved.  Secretary-Treasurer 

Mark Jensen presented the financial statements for July, August and September, which were approved. Motions to 
engage with new investment partners and to approve the 2017-2018 operating budget were also approved. 
         
Legislative Update:  President/Executive Director Jim Timm reported on federal and state issues of concern, and 
confirmed which executive committee members will attend the NAB State Leadership Conference and lobbying trip in 
Washington DC in February. 
 
Freedom of Information and /Courtroom access:  Timm stated that member and judiciary feedback remains mostly 
positive since the new Court Camera rules took effect March 1, and that the annual Media of Nebraska bill review 
meeting will be held in January.    
 
NCSA/PEP:  Timm reported on the status of current, renewing and prospective partners.  The board approved a 
motion to accept a request from Tobacco Free Nebraska to join the program starting on January 1, 2018.   
 
Member Services:  A motion was approved to renew contracts for 2018 with several member services partners.  Also 
approved was the formation of a News committee for webinar input and a GM survey on a possible engineering 
training seminar.   
 
Membership:  A motion was approved to retain the current dues structure for 2018, which has not changed since 
1996.   
 
Hall of Fame:  Timm confirmed the nomination deadline for consideration for the Class of 2018 is January 15, 2018  
 
Convention:  Kelly recapped the Convention Committee’s recommendations for 2018 and a motion to approve them 
was approved.  The most significant recommendation was increasing the number of sessions offered by decreasing 
the length of our existing sessions.   
 
History Project:  Timm reported that Neil Nelkin has outlined interviews to be done at UNO through next semester, 
with Dick Chapin and Gil Poese at the top of the list.  The State Historical Society plans to start their digital 
preservation project in January.   
 
Future Talent:  Timm reported on broadcasting career presentations to high school classes and a motion was 
approved to have York High School students upgrade the Channel You content for the rest of this school year.    
 
Strategy Session:  Regarding the Strategy Session moderated the evening before and earlier in the day by Craig 
Eckert, Kelly stated that Eckert will compile the notes on the initiatives which Timm will then supply to the board for 
further direction.   
 
New Business:  A motion was approved to formulate new criteria for awarding future NBA Foundation college 
scholarships.    
 
Kelly thanked everyone for their excellent participation and the meeting was adjourned at 3:21p.m.                 
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Board Briefs 
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  Chairman’s Column  

 

David Kelly—KTCH/KCTY, Wayne 
 
THE POWER OF PLANNING 
 
To paraphrase the Lewis Carroll – Alice in Wonderland exchange between Alice and 
the Cheshire Cat – “If you don’t know where you’re going it doesn’t matter what 
path you take.”  
 
I can’t remember a time in my 50+ years in broadcasting that our industry hasn’t 
been under assault and faced enormous challenges. And that is still true today. 
Whether you’re in radio or television … large market or small, we are faced, daily, 
with obstacles to serving our audience and clients, that we never imagined a few 
short years ago.  
 
With this in mind I suggested that our NBA Board of Directors engage in a strategic planning exercise to iden-
tify our immediate challenges in an effort to assure that our association remains on track. Strategy 2017 be-
came part of our November board meeting taking up one evening and the next morning under the expert 
guidance of Craig Eckert, our facilitator. 
 
What poured forth was a plethora of ideas from our individual board members regarding the direction of 
this association that we are seldom able to address during our regular board agendas. As we worked through 
those suggestions we eventually refined the list to about a dozen concepts and strategies that we will be in-
corporating in the months and years ahead to assure that we are on the cutting edge in terms of addressing 
your needs. 
 
This was a refreshing (almost cleansing) process that allowed us to draw from the best and brightest radio 
and television professionals in our state. It is a process that worked effectively three years ago with many of 
those ideas already implemented … and a process that keep us “on track” as we begin the new year. My per-
sonal thanks to all of the board for their support and participation in this planning process. 
 
A SEASON OF GRATITUDE 
 
As we bring 2017 to a close this is a natural time of the year to reflect on the previous months and make 
note of the enormous blessings bestowed on us – both individually and as an industry. This holiday period is 
always a busy time for broadcasters … from new year planning to last minute copy changes … from short 
production schedules to covering holiday vacations … plus the various personal obligations that accelerate 
during this time of the year. 
 
But it is also a time to remain grateful for the industry we are in and the unique opportunities we have to 
contribute to our communities, like no other business can. For me, waking up every morning and saying 
“thank you” for another great day sets my daily plan in motion. It is my sincere hope that you are able to 
make your affirmation of gratitude work as well for you as it does for me. I am grateful to be a member of 
this great association. Happy holidays! 



 
 

 

 

2018 Pinnacle Awards Recording 
Dates set for Best News & Best Sports 
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NBA Members on the Move 

NET has named Nancy Finken Assistant General  
Manager for Broadcast Production and Programming. 

Larry Forsgren has been named Vice President/General 
Manager and Director of Sales for KMTV. 

Salem Media Group has appointed Sue Garrett  
as General Manager.   

Susan Littlefield has been named Farm Director 
for the Nebraska Rural Radio Network. 

  Welcome Linda Meuret to NBA! 

Linda Meuret began her career in the credit card industry spanning 15 years in finance, 
operations, corporate training and executive recruiting.  Linda’s spare time has always 
been spent performing and volunteering in music and theater, and after her third child, 
she gave up corporate life and created a nonprofit community children’s theater in west 
Omaha. She is a partner of SNJ Studio of Music, a local performing arts organization, 
where she coordinates their marketing and advertising. With her children now grown, 
Linda was looking for new ways to use her organizational skills. She is quickly learning 
about the broadcast industry and is looking forward to coordinating the NBA Convention 
and meeting many of you! 
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2018 ANNUAL CONVENTION 

August 14 & 15 

Embassy Suites, Downtown Lincoln 

NBA Members in the Spotlight 

Dr. Larry Walklin was honored at a retirement reception at NET, where he was  
greeted by dozens of former colleagues, students and friends.  

L to R: Dean Maria Marron, Dr. Larry Walklin, Karen Walklin, Joy Patten and Allen Beermann.    

KETV’s Bill Randby and Julie Cornell were 
honored as the Omaha Press Club’s latest 

“Faces on the Barroom Floor.”    

Long-time broadcaster Mark Vail was inducted 
into the National Association of Farm  
Broadcasting (NAFB) Hall of Fame.   



Submitted by Craig Eckert, NBA Hall of Fame member, 2-time Past Chairman, and owner of Platte River Radio in Hastings 
and Kearney.  Eckert also serves as NBA Legislative Liaison.  

 
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or 
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the 
Government for a redress of grievances.” 

 
Next year is the 230th anniversary of the ratification of the United States 
Constitution, with the Bill of Rights coming four years later.  Disturbingly, a 
survey conducted this past August by the University of Pennsylvania’s 
Annenberg Public Policy Center (APPC) says 37% of Americans cannot name 
ANY of the five rights protected by the First Amendment, and only 48 percent 
could name freedom of speech.    
 
For the record, the five freedoms protected by the First Amendment are: 
speech, press, religion, assembly and petition (the government for redress of 
grievances).   
 
Given the APPC poll and others with similar results, it makes sense for we in 
the Media to respond.  To that end Media of Nebraska, the freedom of 
information group comprised of both the Nebraska Broadcasters Association 
and the Nebraska Press Association began planning for a public education 
initiative.  If all goes well it should be ready for launch on or about July 4th, 
2018. 
 
The First Amendment ensures five freedoms at once, without prioritization.  
That fact alone may surprise those who think it guarantees only free speech or 
free press. The right to worship or not worship as you choose, to assemble and 

to petition the government for redress of grievances are ALL in that forty-five-word paragraph. 
 
The First Amendment does not say all opposing viewpoints must be given equal time or that even speech that is disturbing 
to the majority can be suppressed.  It does not say which religion is the correct religion nor does it define fake news vs. real 
news.  The First Amendment is for The People to make those choices for themselves.  Who to read, watch, listen to, 
worship, with whom to assemble or what government actions need rectifying are all up to citizens, along with their right to 
speak freely about any of those freedoms. 
 
It is not a partisan conversation. Currently it appears press freedoms are under attack by the political right administration 
but in 2014 the Obama administration-appointed FCC majority attempted a “newsroom survey” which many feared was a 
heavy handed attempted favoring the left. 
 
It is amazing to witness the First Amendment weather the storms of the KKK or the ACLU, leftist students or right wing 
political candidates, Larry Flynt to Black Lives Matter. There is something certainly timeless and almost magical about our 
Constitution and its Bill of Rights and The People need to know more about it. 
 
Note: Craig Eckert represents the NBA in the First Amendment Education Project, joined by Peggy Year of the NPA. The 

boards of both associations approved the initial steps to the project. In all likelihood members of both associations will be 

requested to allocate airtime and page space for its delivery. 
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Broadcasters & Newspapers Join Forces on First Amemdment Initiative 
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  NBA Board Member Profile: Ami Graham 

Get to know your NBA Board Members through this new quarterly profile.  In this issue, we are pleased to 
feature Ami Graham, General Manager at NRG Media/Broadcast House, Lincoln.   
 

My current role is best summed up as:   
A Builder – of our people, our building culture, our sta-
tion brands and our partnerships, a Thinker – creatively 
coming up with ways to positively impact outcomes for 
my people, our listeners and our advertisers, and a  
Caregiver – helping problem solve, being a good listener 
and doing what I can on a daily basis to make radio FUN! 
 

First job in broadcasting:   
Part time Board Operator and On Air Announcer at 
Broadcast House working the fun shifts like holidays, 
weekends and overnights.   
 

Best career advice received:  
Success is found outside your comfort zone!  You can on-
ly grow if you are willing to feel a little bit awkward and 
uncomfortable when you try something new.   
 

Why I love what I do:   
The radio industry has changed so much in the past 25 
years since I first stepped into a live studio, but what has 
remained the same is radio’s ability to affect lives 
through news, information, opinion and entertainment.  On Air folks become a part of people’s lives and I 
am so proud to work with a group of talented individuals who find a way to be relevant and entertaining 
each and every day.   
 

One thing I’d like to change about this business:   
We need to value our product and services more and stop giving our finite amount of airtime away.   
 

My family:   
My husband, Jim, and I have been married 24 years and he runs our company we purchased six years ago, 
Nebraska Sign.  We have two sons, Nolan (21) a Senior at UNL and Cole (19) a freshman at UNL.   
 

I enjoy serving on the NBA board because:   
It has allowed me to learn more about different parts of our industry and to offer ideas to help Nebraska 
Broadcasters continue to be a great resource and voice for radio and tv stations across our state.  
 

 

 

 
Happy Holidays from the NBA! 
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Building a pipeline of future broadcasters remains an ongoing priority for the NBA.  Our goal is to get high school stu-
dents exposed to the many different careers in broadcasting, in hopes they will pursue a broadcasting or journalism 
degree and be readily employable by NBA members. 
  
The NBA thanks the many member stations and personnel who have taken time during the fall semester to visit area 
high school classrooms to talk about broadcasting careers.  Others have invited students to their stations or attended 
school career days.  These NBA members include KHUB/KFMT in Fremont, KBRX AM-FM in O’Neill, KSDZ in Gordon and 
WOWT TV in Omaha.   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ChannelYOU: In Search of Future Broadcasters 

At the annual Nebraska High School Press Association (NHSPA) fall conference in 
October at UNL, Rod Fowler of KLKN TV in Lincoln made a presentation on produc-
ing stories that resonate with viewers, and the NBA’s Jim Timm gave a presentation 
on broadcasting careers.  Over 700 students from more than 50 Nebraska high 
schools attended the conference, where Timm was presented with the NHSPA’s 
“Friend of Journalism” award for their appreciation of the NBA’s efforts to engage 
more high school students and faculty in broadcasting endeavors.  The NBA also 
thanks Lincoln’s KOLN/KGIN TV for hosting students on a station tour. 
  
Now that the ChannelYOU brand is getting some traction, the NBA is also getting 
students’ feedback on how to make the site more appealing.  Mark Jensen of Mid  
Nebraska  Broadcasting in Broken Bow and Ord joined Timm at York High School where their media students have agreed to 
implement some changes during second semester.  Be on the lookout for some exciting new content!      

  
If you’re looking for someone to produce outstanding videos, say hello to Nathan Kotila of 
Omaha.  Nathan graduated from Papillion La Vista South High School in May and is working 
on his AA in Video/Communication Arts at Metropolitan Community College.  Kotila has ex-
cellent video editing/technology skills, creativity and enthusiasm.  He recently visited the 
NBA offices to learn more about broadcasting careers.    
  
 

Rod Fowler, KLKN TV 

Nathan Kotila 

Scott Poese, KBRX WOWT TV 



1967 - 50 Years Ago  

Congressman Glenn Gunningham’s  Position on Pay TV  
The concept of Pay TV is not new. Certain television programs would be 
available on home TV sets to those willing to pay to see them.  A coin box is 
attached to the set or some other device such as a meter installed in each 
house wanting the service.   If Pay TV is successful and begins to attract major 
sporting events, we could wind up paying to see the World Series on TV.  As a 
frugal man, I personally would not want to begin paying for programs that we 
now view free of charge.  I personally feel TV programs should remain free, 
and that we should not have to pay extra for programs we now receive. 
 
Broadcasting Club Begins Operations.   Its purpose is to help young people 
prepare for careers in broadcasting.  It may help to explain and demonstrate 
the many possible career and jobs which this field offers.  Gary Fries of KRGI 
has been appointed as special chairman to encourage the participation of high 
school broadcasting clubs.   
 

1977 - 40 Years Ago  

Several Nebraskans have received the designation of Certified Radio Marketing Consultant (CRMC) from the 
Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB).  The program was launched by the RAB to recognize professionalism in radio 
selling.   Among those announced as CRMC’s are: David Polson, KFOR-FM, Lincoln; Chuck Stevens, KLMS, 
Lincoln; and Jerry Lee Hinrikus and Jay Vavricek, KRGI, Grand Island.   
 
The newest FM in Nebraska is KNCY-FM, Nebraska City, which signed on October 4, at 97.7.  Manager is Dave 
Messing.  
 

1987 - 30 Years Ago  

KODY, North Platte went back on the air on September 26 following a period of silence, according to General 
Manager, Neil Nelkin.  The station is being operated in conjunction with KXNP FM, recently acquired by Central 
Nebraska Broadcasting, John Mitchell, President.  According to Nelkin, KSRZ FM is silent inasmuch as a waiver 
to operate was denied, although an application before the FCC is pending. 
 
Gil Poese is now general manager at KSDZFM at Gordon.  

Harry L. Gehrett  was honored on his retirement from KHUB, Fremont, after 39 years.  He hosted the station’s 

morning show for more than 30 years.  An Omaha native, Gehrett started broadcasting at KGFW in Kearney in 

1944. 

Editor’s Note:  From time to time, we’ll be publishing 
items from the NBA archives. This issue includes 
information taken from Modulators from 1967, 1977, 
1987, 1997 and 2007 respectively. 

The NBA thanks President Emeritus Marty 
Riemenschneider for compiling this edition of “NBA 
Rewind”. 
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continued on next page 

Rep. Glenn Cunningham 



1997 - 20 Years Ago  

WWW.NE-BA.org 
That’s the new address on the Internet for the NBA.  Yes, your association is now on the net.  Although still under 
construction the site lists broadcast and associate members, officers and directors and includes past presidents and Hall of 
Fame members.  In the future, the site will offer job listings for both help wanted and positions wanted.  This is in the 
planning stage and is being coordinated by NBA Vice President Julie Gade. 
 
At its November Board meeting, the NBA accepted the resignations of Don Clonch and Chuck Jewell as directors and 
welcomed Dave Dent, KVSH, Valentine to fill Clonch’s unexpired term.   
 
The NBA co-sponsored a successful satellite sales seminar for members across Nebraska, featuring Sandy Johnson of 
“Achieve! Marketing and Sales Training” in Ames Iowa.  The seminar was also co-sponsored by the Department of 
Broadcasting, College of Journalism and Mass Communications at UNL.  95 attendees were reported viewing the seminar 
across the state.   
 

2007 - 10 Years Ago  

NBA Announces new Paid Internship Program-  The NBA board has authorized funds for a new Paid internship program, as 
part of the NBA Assistance Action Plan for EEO Compliance.  This new program will allow station employment units to 
obtain one full EEO credit per two year segment for participation in this new Internship Program.   
 
Pioneer Nebraska Broadcaster, Harold Soderlund, died on November 23, 2007 after a long illness.  He was a great 
supporter of the NBA and contributed mightily to the success of the organization.  He was inducted into the NBA Hall of 
Fame in 1979 and received the coveted Broadcast Pioneer Award in 2000. He also gave a substantial grant to the NBA 
Foundation for a continuing educational lecture series known as the Soderlund Satellite Sales Seminars.    

(continued)  
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The late Harold Soderlund and wife Barbara at the Soderlund 
Sales Satellite Seminar at Andersen Hall, with NBA President 
Marty Riemenschneider and seminar speaker, John Potter from 
the Radio Advertising Bureau. 

  2018 NBA Hall of Fame Nominations due by January 15 

Who will be inducted into the NBA Hall of Fame in 2018? 

You still have time to nominate someone who you feel deserves to be inducted into the NBA Hall of Fame.  Nomina-
tion details and the application itself can be found here:  http://www.ne-ba.org/hof/  
  
If you wish to call attention to someone who has already been nominated, contact Jim Timm at jim@ne-ba.org  The 
NBA Board of Directors will meet in February to review the nominees and vote on the person or people to be in-
ducted in 2018.  Our Annual Hall of Fame Banquet is set for Tuesday August 14 at the Embassy Suites in Lincoln. 

http://WWW.NE-BA.org
http://www.ne-ba.org/hof/
mailto:jim@ne-ba.org


 

 Through the NBA’s membership in the National Alliance of State Broadcast Associations (NASBA), the NBA has 
participated in the filing of the following joint Comments on our members’ behalf in 2017: 
 
1. In the Matter of Review of the Commission’s Broadcast and Cable Equal Employment Opportunity Rules and 
Policies, Petition for Rulemaking, MB Docket No. 16-410.  Joint Comments filed January 30, 2017.  The participating 
Associations filed in strong support of a proposal to change the FCC’s EEO Rule to permit broadcast stations to rely 
solely on Internet-based recruiting to meet their obligation to “use recruitment sources for each vacancy sufficient in 
[a licensee’s] reasonable, good faith judgment to widely disseminate information concerning the vacancy.”  The same 
unified group of State Broadcasters Associations had first requested this change in 2002, at which time the FCC 
indicated that the Internet was not yet sufficiently available to minority and rural populations to permit broadcasters 
to rely exclusively on Internet recruiting.  In these Comments, we made the following points: (1) Whether the Internet 
is broadly available to all segments of the U.S. population is beyond question in 2017, and the FCC needs to conform 
its rules and policies to that reality; (2) Because the EEO Rule itself does not expressly prohibit relying solely on 
Internet recruiting, the FCC need not conduct a formal rulemaking to implement the change, but could instead issue a 
declaratory ruling or clarification to that effect, which would speed implementation of it; (3) Had the Internet been 
available when the EEO Rule was created, it certainly would have been the FCC’s preferred avenue of recruitment, as 
it is universally available, free (via public WiFi or libraries and schools), instantaneous, and flexible, providing not only 
an avenue for job seekers to learn about an opening, but to apply for it as well; (4) Government and businesses have 
uniformly moved their recruiting to the Internet, and job seekers, being aware of this, do their job hunting on the 
Internet; (5) Broadcasters need to be able to focus their recruiting resources where it will be most effective, and for a 
young population that relies heavily on the Internet for information, including for job hunts, requiring use of 
“traditional” recruiting mechanisms is inefficient; (6) As most broadcast stations today have digital operations, 
stations are looking for applicants with digital skills, including the knowledge of how best to utilize social media and 
other Internet platforms, and the ideal place to find such applicants is on the Internet. (Declaratory Ruling Issued 
Granting Relief) 
 
2. Request for Informal, Nonbinding Advisory from the FTC’s Mailbox (mailto:endorsements@ftc.gov) filed March 
17, 2017.  NASBA sought an informal, nonbinding guidance from the Federal Trade Association on this question: if a 
radio or television station were to participate in a State Broadcasters Association’s PEP Program and, pursuant to that 
program, voluntarily “retweeted” the PEP participant’s public service Twitter message or voluntarily “shared” the PEP 
participant’s public service Facebook post via the station’s own social media accounts, are those station social media 
post subject to the FTC’s Endorsement Guidelines and, if so, are the stations required to add “#Ad” or “Sponsored” or 
any other information, to each shared post and retweeted message?  In prompt response to the request, the FTC 
stated the following: “As you describe it, the posting of public service announcements on the social media channels of 
local broadcasters does not appear to involve commercial speech and would therefore not be subject to FTC 
jurisdiction.  Even when someone writes to me about endorsements that might not be subject to our jurisdiction, I 
generally recommend transparency.  In the situation that you describe, there appears to be sufficient 
transparency.  The stations are reposting the original messages, so that viewers will know the source of the messages, 
and there does not appear to be any material connection between the stations and anyone else that would affect the 
weight or credibility that viewers give to any endorsement of the messages.” (Request Granted) 
 
(Continued next page) 
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NBA, Fellow State Associations File Joint Comments 

mailto:endorsements@ftc.gov
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NBA, Fellow State Associations File Joint Comments, Continued 
 
 
 
3. In the Matter of Modernization of Media Regulation Initiative, MB Docket No. 17-105.  Joint Reply 
Comments filed August 4, 2017.  The participating Associations filed extensive Joint Reply Comments in this 
proceeding, which is aimed at modernizing inefficient and unduly burdensome FCC rules.  The Joint Reply 
Comments requested that the FCC modify its rules to allow broadcasters the flexibility to provide required 
public notices online rather than in newspapers or on-air, and to provide private notices like cable and sat-
ellite must-carry elections electronically rather than by certified mail.  The Joint Reply Comments also 
asked the FCC to (1) eliminate the annual filing of FCC Form 317, the Ancillary and Supplementary Services 
Report, for stations that have not provided such services in the past year; (2) eliminate the requirement 
that stations file FCC Form 397, the EEO Mid-Term Report, which has become redundant with information 
already available in a station’s online public file; (3) no longer require the filing of various contracts with 
the FCC; and (4) reexamine the Form 398 Children’s Television Programming Report requirement to simpli-
fy or eliminate the quarterly collection of such detailed information.  Finally, the Joint Reply Comments 
discussed the FCC’s EEO Rule and various ways to reduce the paperwork and regulatory burdens imposed 
by the rule without affecting its underlying intent, including eliminating or streamlining the FCC’s annual 
random EEO audits, eliminating the posting of annual EEO Public File Reports on station websites as they 
are already available in stations’ online public files, and eliminating the requirement that stations upload 
their responses to random EEO audits to their online public files. (The FCC has since launched proceedings 
aimed at making several of the changes proposed in the NASBA filing, all of which remain pending) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

John W. Cover 

Brent Hlavaty 

 



All RMT's are scheduled for the third Tuesday of each month by 
the Nebraska State Emergency Communications Committee (SECC). All 
times are central-daylight or standard, depending on time of year.  

 

2018 Required Monthly Test Schedule 
 
January 16 10 AM  May 15 10 AM  September 18  10 AM 
February 20 11 PM  June 19 11 PM  October 16  11 PM 
March 20 10 AM   July 17  10 AM  November 20  10 AM 
April 17 11 PM  August 21 11 PM  December 18  11 PM 

                                      
All Nebraska broadcasters and cable systems are encouraged to have a representative on the 
Nebraska EAS email list where you will receive updates on EAS tests and alerts.                            
Go to www.NE-EAS.org to register. 

This schedule is set by the Nebraska State Emergency Communications Committee (SECC)        

www.NE-EAS.org and is also available on the Nebraska EAS Yahoo Calendar:                                    
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Governor Ricketts Call-In Show Schedule 

More than 30 member stations across Nebraska carry the NBA 
Governor’s Monthly Call In Show, which originates from KFOR in Lincoln 
with distribution support from Husker IMG Sports.  Call volume is strong 
and listener passion evident on the variety of issues raised during each 
program.  The NBA and Governor Ricketts thank our many affiliates and 
remind you to promote each month’s program on the air, online and 
through social media. 
 
2018 Show Dates:   

January 22          February 5          March 5 
 

All shows air at 2pm Central/1pm Mountain time. Dates are subject to change      
depending on Governor's schedule. 

Governor Pete Ricketts 

Nebraska Emergency Alert System  

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nebraskaeas/cal 

http://www.ne-eas.org/
http://www.ne-eas.org/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nebraskaeas/cal
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